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Speed Up Business
During the ‘Slow’ Period
NICK BILAVA
Storage.com
The arrival of the winter months and holidays can chill profits for many self storage
facilities, signaling the beginning of the self
storage slow season. Facilities in areas of
the country with seasonal changes are often more affected by the changing calendar
than those in year-round warmer climates,
as fewer people are moving or clearing
clutter from their homes when the weather
outside is cold and wet.
Regardless of where your self storage
facility is, you can prepare for this annual
slowdown with some techniques to keep
the income flowing and your profits up.
Holiday Marketing
The fast-approaching holidays offer truly
great marketing opportunities. Positioning
self storage as a way to conceal holiday
treasures from curious kids is an easy way
to increase your rentals in the short term.
Retailers start the “Christmas Creep” in
late fall, often even before Halloween, and
most consumers have followed suit. An article from FiscalTimes.com notes that “today’s shoppers are eager to get a head start
on playing Santa.” The article references a
2014 report on consumer holiday shopping
habits, prepared by Russell Research, that
states nearly four in five holiday shoppers
begin before Thanksgiving.
Reminding your local market that
your facility can be their gift hiding place
from September through December can
bring you new business. In fact, you could
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Legislative Update

Don’t Slash the Marketing Budget
During the late-year slow period, there’s
a large temptation to cut costs in order to
stay on top, and the first expenditure eyed
by self storage facilities is marketing. That’s
not a good idea. Marketing dollars drive
customer dollars, and disappearing from
the advertising landscape can hurt your
facility.
For one, it means you’re not staying visible in the marketplace, which is crucial for
self storage operations. Remember that the
average self storage renter only uses a storage unit three times in their life. So even if
a person isn’t consciously thinking about
renting a storage unit at your facility now,
the chances of them choosing your facility
when they do need self storage is higher if
they’ve consistently seen your brand name,
logo and advertisements.
It also creates a void in the self storage
market where a competitor can enter.
The last thing you want is for another self
storage facility to swoop in and steal the
potential renters your facility could’ve been
getting in front of all along.
Customers can’t react to a message

With the new Lien Law now in effect,
you have two ways to access it: Go to
www.mass.gov and type in the search
window CH 105A (exactly like that)
and it will be near the top of the list.
You can also find it on the MASSA
website, www.maselfstorage.org.
Log in with your password and go to
Members, Member Resources, and
scroll down to find the Lien Law CH
105A. Read the new lien law carefully and incorporate the changes
into your contract and procedures.
You can now send auction notices by
email and advertise auctions online
only if your contract is up to date.
While this includes your current
tenants, they will, however, have to
sign your updated contract.
Selling self storage insurance is
old hat to most of us by now, but
did you know there is no legislation
in Massachusetts that clearly says
self storage owners, managers, and
employees can sell it? The industry
has no current “regulations” or standards. MASSA leadership has been
working for several years to get self
storage insurance legislation passed
at The Statehouse. SB533 and HB
802 were submitted in January. Past
President Steve Tranni and current
President Mike Kane along with
our lobbyist, Mark Molloy of Anne
Lynch Associates, have met with our
sponsors, Senator Michael Moore
and Representative Paul Brodeur,
both of whom are supporting our
legislation. They also met with Divi-
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potentially keep these new tenants beyond
the holidays by reminding them that self
storage can also be used to store home
decor items like artificial Christmas trees,
boxes of ornaments and yard decorations
that would otherwise take up space in their
attics, basements, closets or spare bedrooms.
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ADA Tax Incentives for Self Storage Operators
SCOTT ZUCKER

Weissmann Zucker Euster Morochnik P.C.

Self storage operators are subject to all the
ADA building access regulations applicable
to structures. In 2010, the standards were
revised to include space accessibility that
applied specifically to unit doors in self
storage buildings. The storage space regulations for accessibility relating to unit doors
were defined into “scoping” regulations (as to
how many doors per facility were affected).
Those regulations determined that unit
doors in a self-service storage facility must
be accessible, as follows: 5 percent if less than
200 units, 10 units + 2 percent if more than
200. The unit doors also must be “dispersed”
among the “classes” of spaces provided. Since
the term “classes” is undefined, it could mean
either the size of a unit or the type of unit (i.e.
climate controlled). If there are more classes

©FOTOLIA

than the number of accessible units that
are required, operators do not need to have
additional accessible units just to have one in
each class. There also appears to be no need
to disperse the accessible units among buildings in a multi-building facility. Further, as
with hotels, there is no requirement to hold
the unit back from rental solely for a disabled
customer if other spaces are otherwise rented
and the space is needed.
One aspect of the unit doors applies to the
handles that are used to open and close the

roll up doors. The regulations read: “Handles, pulls, latches, locks and other operating
devices on accessible doors shall have a shape
that is easy to grasp with one hand and does
not require tight grasping, tight pinching or
twisting of the wrist to operate. Lever operated mechanisms, push type mechanisms and
U-shaped handles are acceptable designs”
(see ADAAG 4.13.9).
The ADA requires that small businesses
remove architectural barriers in existing facilities when doing so is “readily achievable.”
Readily achievable means “easily accomplishable without much difficulty or expense.”
This requirement is based on the size and
resources of a business. So, businesses with
more resources are expected to remove
more barriers than businesses with fewer
resources. Part of the consideration for the
See TAX, Page 8
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ADD THE UNCLE BOB‛S ADVANTAGE ON DAY ONE.

Reputation. Experience. Proven Results.
Under terms that make sense in a start-up
scenario, Uncle Bob’s can offer you all of the
advantages of our management platform. We’re a
partner that understands your goals, your risks,
and how to avoid the pitfalls of start-up.

If you’re developing, find out how we
can shorten the road to profitability.
1- 877-270 - 4665
665

unclebobsmanagement.com
ubmanagement@unclebobs.com
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SPEED UP, Continued from Page 1
they’re not getting, so keeping the marketing budget up at high
or even mid-season levels keeps your facility in front of potential
renters. If you’re not generating immediate rentals, your facility
will at least stay top-of-mind come spring when the industry picks
up again.
Get Active on Social Media
Now is the time to develop your social media presence. Posting
more frequently can help you gain followers and keep your facility
in front of your target demographic. Since most social media platforms are free to use, it only costs you a little bit of time each day.
A slower period gives you the chance to research social media
platforms. Most self storage facilities have Facebook pages, which
is good. But you also should look into ways you can use Twitter,
Pinterest and Instagram. Learn how to use each platform better,
discover various tools to schedule posts and measure engagement,
and even create posts to use throughout the coming months.
As far as what you should be doing on these platforms, try
posting about move-in and rental deals, letting your followers
know about available unit sizes, sharing blog posts (if you have a
website blog), and providing helpful tips on how to use self storage. Don’t be afraid to get creative with your posts.
Hold Community and Co-Op Events
Becoming active in the community by getting involved with
charities or local organizations is an excellent way to keep your self
storage facility in the public eye. Offer one or two empty units for
free or at a daily rate for an event sponsored by a scout troop, food
bank or other philanthropic group. These groups hold food drives,
garage sales and other events many times during the year. Community outreach events and food drives happen especially around
the fall and winter holidays.
Holding a business event also can work to bring people to your
facility. Businesses related to real estate or self storage are great
candidates for this type of co-op event — construction companies,
interior designers, real estate agents, insurance agents, landscape
architects and even vehicle dealerships. You can host informative
seminars or mini tradeshows at your facility in order to drive
attendance.
While these events may not seem like the most profitable
excursions for your facility upfront, they work well to introduce
people to your self storage business, get them to tour the facility
and even position your facility in front of potential commercial
tenants.
Implement a Rate Increase
Late Q4 and early Q1 are times when rate increases will help you
stay profitable. Although it may seem hard at first, you can see
good short-term results. Yes, a rate increase will cause some tenants to leave, but full occupancy isn’t always good. In fact, raising
rates opens the door to more profitable customers.
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New customers who replace the ones who left will be more
apt to pay your raised rate consistently and perhaps be immune
to future increases. When you raise rates, even if your occupancy
levels don’t rebound until the busy season, you can see an increase
in your net operating income, which helps insulate you from the
seasonal slowdown.
If your facility experiences a slow period between now and the
spring, you can keep your profits up by using these tips. This is a
great time to pay attention to marketing and operation techniques
you may not have thought about or haven’t had time to investigate.
Remember: Stay in front of your market.
Sources:
http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/2015/09/15/It-Too-Early-ShopChristmas-Millions-Americans-Have-Already-Begun
media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/11/113968/2014Holiday%20Shopping%20Behavior%20Survey%20Report.pdf.
NICK BILAVA is the Sales Director for Storage.com. Nick has been
an active member of the storage community for more than nine years
and can be found at various industry events throughout the nation.
Nick’s goal at Storage.com is to help storage operators market their
businesses more efficiently and effectively. For more information,
visit Storage.com.
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include tenants who file for bankruptcy,

Your Self Storage Properties “On the Map”

vehicles at auction, deceased tenants, class

Alternatives to Google

importance of a well-written lease.

This webinar will cover the different media

JUNE 16, 2016

Digital Marketing Beyond SEO: How to Put

active military tenants, UCC searches, selling

and Win the Internet Marketing Game Using

action lawsuits and insurance claims, and the

Dr. Chandler George of Catch Fire Coaching
channels online and how to use them
effectively. Once channels are set up, how

Effective and Profitable Self Storage

Operations for Managers and Owners

Charlie Fritts of SIMI

Norton, LLP

presentation, you too can unlock the potential

effective hiring and training of staff,

the issue of a tenant in bankruptcy. Given

of your self storage center online. You can be

staff compensation,

that we are now past the seven-year mark

seen more often in searches by using these

establishing clear goals,

of the Bankruptcy Reform Act, Chapter 7

different online “channels,” thereby competing

cost reduction strategies that increase NOI,

Bankruptcies are skyrocketing. If you haven’t

with the REITS without the expense.

follow-up systems to get things done, and

seen a bankruptcy already, you will.

using and understanding financial reports.

Our presenter will discuss the general

does one tie them together? How does one
gather the articles? With this simple visual

APRIL 6, 2016

Topics covered in this webinar will include

Self Storage Lien Sales in the 21st Century:

AUGUST 11, 2016

and Preparation

Rentals

Changes, Implications,

Bankruptcy: sooner or later you will face

principals of bankruptcy, the different
chapters, what you have to do when you are

Converting Online Self Storage Leads Into

notified of a tenant’s bankruptcy and the

Jeanne Dotson of The Storage Group

tenant files for bankruptcy.

recent changes in the self storage industry

and optimized for organic rankings, local

with the introduction of technology and pop

listings and pay-per-click advertising, your

DECEMBER 8, 2016

culture. We will examine the implications this

overall presence in the local market will

has on operators when it is time to process a

increase. Together, these online marketing

foreclosure. This webinar is not intended to

efforts will enhance your traditional marketing

be an introduction to lien sales. Rather, it will

strategy and generate the kind of increased

management best practices and ideas and the

focus on some of the areas of the foreclosure

traffic your storage facility website needs to

“tenant walk” strategy for stacking marketing

process that many operators might need

turn leads into rentals.

channels — all backed by supporting survey

Cheli Rosa of StorageStuff.Bid

This webinar will include a discussion of the

more information about. With the worldwide exposure that the self storage industry
now has, it is time to dig a little deeper in
our understanding of the laws. Topics will
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sion of Insurance Deputy Commissioner
Gary Anderson.
The Committee on Financial Services
hears these bills. Steve and Mike met
with Co-Chairmen Representative Aaron
Michlewitz and Senator Jamie Eldridge.
Mike testified on behalf of the bill on Sep-

By making sure your website is easily found

options for a self storage operator once a

Maintaining Revenue and Income Growth in a
High-Occupancy World

Amanda Ferguson of SpareFoot

This session will touch on revenue

data from around the industry. Attendees are

OCTOBER 26, 2016

encouraged to submit questions throughout

Tenant Bankruptcy: It’s Spooky ... Beware!
Jeffrey Greenberger of Katz Greenberger

tember 29th before the Committee with
no opposition. We hope to get a favorable
report out of the Committee soon. After
that, the bill will go for a second reading
and ultimately a third reading by The
Committee on Bills in Third Reading,
then off to Governor Baker for his signature. This session closes in the end of July
2016, so with persistence and a little elbow

the presentation, which will be followed by a
live Q&A.

grease, it should become law within a year.
This along with the many events being
planned for the year ahead, means 2016
will be a great year for the self storage
industry!
MIKE KANE can be reached at (508) 6411900 or mg.kane@verizon.net.
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What You Need to Know About Conversions
TERRY CAMPBELL
Live Oak Bank

The need for self storage facilities has significantly increased due to
pent-up demand from years of no new products, a steadying economy, and more people choosing to live in densely populated areas.
This shift has resulted in the need for new, state-of-the-art self storage
facilities in and around bustling suburban and metropolitan areas.
There are two options for constructing new self storage units:
ground-up or conversion. Both have pros and cons and require substantial time, planning and money. If you are looking to build from
the ground up, it is important to know that the permitting process
may have hurdles, construction can take longer than expected, and
hard costs tend to be higher. Conversely, conversions can have their
own setbacks, including unfavorable and unknown existing building
conditions and access limitations. The key to a profitable conversion
requires research. Once you find an existing building that is easily
accessible, has little damage and major curb appeal, you are headed
in the right direction.
PROS of Conversions
Most buyers are looking to convert a vacant warehouse, grocery store
or other large indoor facility that can be remodeled in a short amount
of time because of its existing structure. When purchasing a building
or facility, visibility and accessibility are crucial. When you consider
a conversion, ask yourself, “Would I build a ground up facility at this
location?” Typically, an existing building has an easier time getting
through the zoning process. Moreover, a community tends to be
more lenient with conversions because the building already exists,
and there is less construction required. You also may avoid extra
costs because a new facility must meet current codes, such as energy
codes. Converting also can bring down the overall costs of a facility
structure because HVAC systems or other equipment may already
exist on the site. All of these factors can influence the success of your
facility.
CONS of Conversions
Conversions can be costly if the building has infrastructure flaws;
roof and HVAC systems are often issues. If the building’s points of
access are blocked or it has multiple internal stairwells, it may be hard
to change the layout without incurring steep costs. Are there environmental issues such as asbestos? This could be a costly remediation. If
the facility is in a poor location, you may need to spend funds marketing the property or consider paving a larger parking lot for easier
access. These hiccups can be both expensive and time consuming.
Conversion Trends
Self storage conversions have drastically changed over the past two
decades. Today if you find a building that has enough interior height
clearance, you can put in a mezzanine and double the potential
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rentable square feet. If your conversion has enough parking space,
you can add an exterior freestanding building or extra parking as an
additional phase. These are just a few examples of what you could do
with your conversion project.
Why Banks Like Conversions
Finding the right lender who has knowledge and experience in the
self storage industry is critical to the success of your conversion project. Banks tend to like conversions because they are less time consuming than ground up construction, which allows the borrower to
open, be in the market and break even faster. Overall, fewer surprises
can occur with conversions compared to ground-up. The right lender
will help you move through the process quickly and easily. Live Oak
specializes in loans to the self storage industry and has structured our
lending and funding solutions around the industry’s specific needs.
TERRY CAMPBELL is a Domain Expert at Live Oak
Bank, which specializes in loans to the self storage industry
and has structured their lending and funding solutions
around the industry’s specific needs. Terry can be reached
at tess.mackey@liveoakbank.com.

Understanding the needs of storage owners is what
Jernigan Capital does best. Our 90% non-recourse
loans — 90% LTC for development, 90% LTV for
refi/acquisitions — are what you would expect from
the storage industry leader. Here are other reasons
why you should consider Jernigan Capital:

• The only direct lender dedicated exclusively to
self storage owners
• Fast, sophisticated underwriting process
• Over 30 years experience as owners, operators
and developers in the self storage industry
• Development, acquisition and refinancing loans
• Liquidity solutions for owners to access capital
from their successful properties

To learn more, call Chris Jernigan
at 901.550.7086 or email
CJ@jernigancapital.com

Get to Market Faster by Reducing Construction Time
CARLOS LORENZO

Kaufman Lynn Construction

This past year has seen a frenzy of construction activity in the self
storage market. Analysts agree that the pace will continue for the
next year before the newly created supply will begin to approach the
strong demand for new storage facilities. Of course, the sooner you
can open a new facility, the faster you can take advantage of the pentup demand in self storage and generate revenue. But when it comes
to construction of new storage facilities, especially in desirable urban
markets, developers can encounter significant hurdles. Challenges
include everything from finding affordable properties to zoning
obstacles in the primary markets around the country. There are a few
ways to speed up the construction process.
Take a ‘Design Assist’ Approach
Take advantage of the contractor’s knowledge and make them an ally
early in the process. Rather than waiting until the architect finishes
construction drawings to bring on your general contractor, engage
an experienced construction manager early in the design process.
The contractor can help the design team identify design-to-construction inconsistencies, installation sequencing voids, and options for
systems and materials going into the final design. Assuring early on
that what is designed can be built eliminates potential delays. Your
contractor also should be able to provide valuable information about
market conditions, including the availability of material and labor.
This will aid in subcontractor and vendor selection. Participating early in the process also allows the contractor to identify long-lead and
critical equipment, which can significantly reduce construction time.
Early Subcontractor Commitment
With your general contractor actively evaluating the project during
design, it is possible to start engaging subcontractors early, which can
be vital to the success of the project. Some states are experiencing a
growing shortage of skilled labor, and trade contractors are working
at full capacity. Not only has this driven up construction costs, but
unavailability of subcontractors can delay the entire construction
process. The owner, architect and contractor need to be able to
signal that the project will progress without delay to attract the best
subcontractors. If commitments can be established early enough with
important trades such as structure and site work, manpower and
scheduling can be maneuvered to work in the project’s favor. This will
lead to streamlined schedules, faster openings and rapid occupancy
levels to realize returns for owners and investors alike. Starting these
conversations as the design is being finalized eliminates the lag between design and start of construction, saving weeks or months.

construction work flow. Additionally, sites typically only accommodate smaller footprints, requiring owners to build multiple stories.
Tall buildings require large structural components that need to be
integrated around infrastructure on the site. In other words, it can get
rather crowded below ground. Technology can provide insight prior
to putting a shovel in the ground. Building Information Modeling
(BIM), a 3-D visualization program, allows the contractor to “build”
the project in the computer to help filter out conflicts that could lead
to potential cost increase and delays. Analyzing underground components in the computer model is much more efficient and cost effective
than solving issues in the field. In fact, BIM is so effective that it
should be a default for all urban self storage construction.
Building a new storage facility can be daunting, but by taking a
collaborative approach with an experienced construction manager
who can engage the construction trades and knows how to take
advantage of enhanced building technology, you can get to “open for
business” ahead of your competition.
CARLOS LORENZO is the director of Self Storage at Kaufman Lynn
Construction. Reach him at 561-613-2695 or clorenzo@kaufmanlynn.
com.

MAXIMIZE RESULTS
AND CREATE VALUE
SELF STORAGE MANAGEMENT,
VALUE SERVICES,
CONSULTING SERVICES

WHAT MAKES OUR
COMPANY UNIQUE
First, we feel strongly about our
boutique style of business. Small
enough for the principals to
interact with clients and site staff,
yet large enough to offer great
efficiencies of scale; second, we
have more than 100 years of self
storage management experience
among our executive staff. Third,
because we understand owner
pride in what they have built and
the desire not to be forced to forgo
that and buy into a branding effort
for the convenience of the
management company. We will
improve the marketing of your
our
existing brand to build a solid
d
community identity.

Technology: BIM —
 Mitigating Before Construction
Especially in urban settings, self storage properties are often in less
than ideal locations. Tight lot lines and obstructions can impact
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P.O. BOX 354146
PALM COAST, FL 32135
(617) 600-4481
WWW.MASELFSTORAGE.ORG

Watch for a CTSSA &
MASSA combined
newsletter with a
new title in 2016.
More pages, more
content, more
education.

SAVE THE DATE: 2016 Northeast Storage EXPO. September 27-28, 2016, Foxwoods Resort Casino

TAX, Continued from Page 3
readily achievable standard is the tax benefit
that a facility could see by performing these
renovations to meet ADA compliance.
Two tax incentives are available for businesses to help cover these costs. The first is a
tax credit, and the second is a tax deduction.
A tax credit is subtracted from the tax liability after a business calculates its taxes. A tax
deduction is subtracted from the business’
income to then establish the taxable income.
The tax credit for ADA repairs is available
for small businesses with previous tax year
revenue under $1 million OR fewer than 30
full-time employees. The credit can be used
to cover expenditures for the removal of any
architectural barriers. The amount of the tax
credit is equal to 50 percent of the maximum
expenditure for the repairs, up to $10,250.
There is no credit for the first $250, therefore
the maximum credit is $5,000.
The tax deduction is up to a maximum
of $15,000 per year, for any size company.

Therefore a company that qualifies for the
credit also can qualify for the deduction. If
a small business’ expenses exceed $10,250
(for the maximum $5,000 tax credit), then
the deduction equals the difference between
the total spent and the amount of the credit
claimed by the business. Some states offer
additional state tax incentives for expenses
arising from ADA barrier removal. The tax
credits and deductions can be used annually
and any unused tax credit may be carried
over to the following year.
SCOTT ZUCKER is a partner
in the law firm of Weissmann
Zucker Euster Morochnik P.C. in
Atlanta, Ga. Scott specializes in
business litigation with an emphasis on real
estate, landlord-tenant, and construction law.
He is a partner in the Self Storage Legal
Network, a subscription-based legal service for
self storage owners and managers. Reach Scott
at 404-364-4626 or scott@wzlegal.com.
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Plan ahead
for the CTSSA
and MASSA
joint spring
program!
Join us on Thursday, April
21, 2016 at The Publick
House in Sturbridge,
MA for a panel on
disaster preparedness
and recovery. Topics
will range from natural
disasters to intruders
and terrorism.

